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With no skills besides scoring the perfect stilettos, maxing out her credit card,
and partying till dawn, Marisol Winston is about to get a lesson in the real
world—and in love...

"Full of witty dialogue and hilarious situations, this romp with a heart is
certain to please readers." —Booklist (starred review; named one of the Top
10 Romances of 2007)

About the book...

After years of perfecting her party-girl image, Marisol wants to open an L.A.-
based deluxe boutique. Unfortunately her father refuses to foot the bill until she
agrees to do a stint in shopaholic rehab. Surely she can survive a few weeks
without Dior, right? But part of Marisol's anti-retail remedy entails getting a real
job as a nanny/housekeeper in Podunkville, Arizona. Suddenly she’s knee-deep
in PB&Js and dirty laundry, surprised to find herself just a teensy bit smitten with
her three sticky-fingered charges—and their deliciously distracting Dad (even if
he does wear discount denim).

Quarterback Cash Connelly has one last shot at being re-signed to the pros,
which means he needs a nanny who runs a tight ship. Marisol seems to know way
more about Tiffany’s than T-ball, and she has more miniskirted sex appeal than is
strictly necessary for laundering jockey shorts. But his kids seem positively
smitten. Well, who wouldn't love a woman who serves up ice cream for
breakfast? Now if only Cash can find a way to stick to his strict hands-off-the-
nanny policy...

Kudos & honors

* named one of Booklist magazine's Top 10 Romances
* awarded 4½ stars Top Pick! from Romantic Times magazine
* selected as a finalist for the Booksellers Best Award in the single
title/mainstream category
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What people are saying...

"Plumley not only delivers a fun-filled premise, clever dialogue and a
delightfully sexy sports-loving hero, she brings to life a memorable, hilarious and
utterly unique heroine readers will adore. This is pure romantic fantasy and an
absolutely entertaining novel from start to finish." —Romantic Times (4½ stars
Top Pick!)

"A domestically challenged but inventive heroine who rises to the occasion and a
father desperate for someone to take his family in hand unsuccessfully fight their
attraction to each other in this funny, heartwarming story that is all the richer for
the three endearing sprites who keep things hopping." —Library Journal

"Lisa Plumley always gifts her readers with delightful stories that are so much
fun to read. But I have to admit, Let’s Misbehave is one of my favorites. It’s the
most charming story, brimming with characters with warm hearts and bright
spirits. It’s a keeper. Enjoy!" —Fresh Fiction

"Let’s Misbehave is a most delightful story! Marisol and Cash go about sorting
out the real things in life that matter, making this a delicious page-turner."
—Coffee Time Romance

"Let's Misbehave is funny, romantic, heart warming, and sexy. It's fantastic!"
—Joyfully Reviewed (recommended read)

"Let’s Misbehave is fast-paced, funny and full of heart...a sexy, fun romp that is
highly entertaining!" —Romance Reader at Heart (Four-Rose Read!)

"An entertaining story I couldn't put down. I highly recommend Let’s
Misbehave!" —Romance Junkies (4½ blue ribbons rating)

"Ms. Plumley brings together two people who couldn't be more opposite and has
sexual tension fogging up the windows—really! Let’s Misbehave is aptly titled
as this couple does just that. It's a laugh out loud tale, but also has a tender side.
It's a joy to read, and one you do not want to miss!" —Romance Reviews Today

"Lisa Plumley always delivers smart, sassy and fun filled stories but her latest
lighthearted romantic comedy is one of her best. Let’s Misbehave is another
clever and captivating confection created by an author who knows how to spin a
charming tale." —Bookloons

"Let’s Misbehave is a funny, whimsical, light-hearted romance that reels you in
from page one. Each character is charming, realistic, and very like
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Editorial Review

From Booklist
*Starred Review* Spoiled, wealthy Marisol Winston doesn't realize how addictive her shopping sprees are
until her friends and family stage an intervention for her at a rehabilitation center in northern Arizona. Just to
make sure she stays on the straight and narrow, Marisol's father freezes her trust fund. Part of Marisol's
therapy is working in the "real world." Things don't get much more real than being a nanny to six-year-old
triplets. Former NFL star quarterback Cash Connelly has been reduced to making appearances at store
openings. He needs to get back in the game, but he can't concentrate on his goal until he has found someone
to care for his children. His rambunctious kids have already gone through four nannies, and he is not sure
about this new candidate, who shows up for work in white couture. Once again, Plumley (Josie Day Is
Coming Home, 2005; Mad about Max, 2006) shows her fine flair for comedy as Marisol learns that there is
life beyond Rodeo Drive, and the Connelly triplets discover that they can't scare away every nanny. Full of
witty dialogue and hilarious situations, this romp with a heart is certain to please readers. Mosley, Shelley
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
"Plumley not only delivers a fun-filled premise, clever dialogue and a delightfully sexy sports-loving hero,
she brings to life a memorable, hilarious and utterly unique heroine readers will adore. This is pure romantic
fantasy and an absolutely entertaining novel from start to finish." --Romantic Times (4½ stars Top Pick!)

From the Author
Thank you for reading this book! If you enjoy it, I hope you'll share your enthusiasm by writing a review
online, posting about this story on your Facebook page, Twitter account, or blog, or just telling your friends.

If you're curious about my other books, please visit my Web site at lisaplumley.com, where you can read
first-chapter excerpts from all my books, sign up for my new-book reminder service, catch sneak previews of
my upcoming books, request special reader freebies, and more.

You can also follow me on Twitter, like my official Facebook page, or circle me on Google+. I'd love to
connect with you!
 
Best wishes,
Lisa Plumley

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Arturo Hasan:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yep, you
can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a stroll,
shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or even read a book allowed Let's Misbehave? Maybe
it is to get best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time with your favorite's book, you
can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have various other opinion?
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Allan Carle:

This Let's Misbehave book is not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
receive by reading this book is actually information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will get facts
which is getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. That Let's Misbehave without we
comprehend teach the one who reading it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't become worry
Let's Misbehave can bring whenever you are and not make your tote space or bookshelves' come to be full
because you can have it in the lovely laptop even cellphone. This Let's Misbehave having very good
arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not really feel uninterested in reading.

Christopher Hartwick:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also work as a life style. This
reading habit give you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge the particular
information inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on
what kind of publication you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with education books but if you
want feel happy read one using theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The actual Let's Misbehave
is kind of publication which is giving the reader unstable experience.

Dwight Ambrose:

Is it you actually who having spare time after that spend it whole day by watching television programs or just
resting on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Let's Misbehave can be the answer, oh how
comes? The new book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your time by reading in this new era
is common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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